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FLUX-LINE PINNING BY THE GRAIN BOUNDARY IN NIOBIUM BICRYSTALS
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P. 0. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA, 37831

B. C. Cait and Y. T. Chout
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Flux-line pinning by the grain boundary in niobium bicrystals was inves-

tigated by making four-terminal measurements of the c r i t i ca l current and neu-

tron di f f ract ion measurements of the f l ux - l i ne bending. The elementary pinning

interaction is estimated from the c r i t i ca l current data by using an approxi-

mate theory of tne current distr ibut ion on the grain boundary. The data

reported here are mainly for a sample in which the applied magnetic f i e ld is

paral lel to the [111] and the [001] crystal directions in the two grains when

i t is in the plane of tne boundary and perpendicular to the current direct ion.

Evidence is seen of grain boundary faceting and of a f lux-f low rec t i f i ca t ion

effect that peaks as a function of temperature below 3 K. The scale of the

grain-boundary pinning is consistent with the qiiasiparticle-scattering theory.

The development of procedures for

growing niobium bicrystals affords invest i -

gations of f lux- l ine (FL) pinning by ind i -

vidual grain boundaries (GB). Although the

statistical-summation problem is eliminated,

such investigations give no simple measure of

the fundamental pinning interact ion because

an extended defect, such as a GB, is i t se l f a

complex en t i t y . Most previous studies of

pinning by extended dc "~".ts have not dealt

adequately with this complexity. In the pre-

sent work we address the related issues of

f i e ld alignment with the GB, current-induced

FL bending, and pinning interaction area by

combining four-terminal e lect r ica l measure-

ments, small-angle neutron-scattering (SANS)

measurements, and a theoretical analysis of

the current distr ibut ion over the GB. We

focus on the most interesting sample although

most conclusions apply to a l l the bicrystals,

whose characteristics are summarized and com-
2)pared elsewhere here in these proceedings.

The sample is cy l indr ica l , about 3 mm in

diameter in Lhe 10-mm gauge length (but of

larger diameter where current is injected at

tne ends), and the GB sp l i t s the sample

longitudinal ly through i t s axis as indicated

in Fig. 1 . Also shown in Fig. 1 are the

orientations of the two grains and the direc-

t ions of the applied magnetic f ie ld H and the

applied current I in the positive sense in

the convention of this paper. For positive H

and I the FL feel a dr iv ing force pointing

l e f t , from the [001] grain toward the [111]

gra in . The closed circ les indicate the

isosceles ([001] grain) and equilateral

([111] grain) tr iangular FL lat t ices (FLL)

observed in this sample by SANS.

Measurements were made with the applied

f i e l d H oriented paral lel to the GB as shown

in Fig. 1 or rotated a snail angler from the

GB. The neutron scattering measurements

were made at the 30-m SANS f a c i l i t y at

Oak Ridge with H and the neutron beam both

hor izontal . The sample and H were rotated

together about the vert ical sample axis

through the rocking angle <J> in order to

investigate the FL curvature at various
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Fig. 1 Schematic i l lus t ra t ion of bicrystal
showing the orientation of the two grains,
the directions of positive H and I , and the
observed FLL (solid circles) at 4.8 K.

levels of applied current I . For invast i -

gating the cr i t ica l current a constant

current larger than the cr i t ica l valie was

applied and the dc flux-flow voltage was mea-

sured as H was rotated through the angle T .

In order to begin an interpretation of

the neutron rocking curves, we present here a

simple model of the FL curvat 're neglecting

the pinning effects of the GB. We assume

uniform I and H oriented as in Fig. 1 . This

produces the flux density

B = Bo + I x Boz/2a2H, (1)

and implies the neutron scattering intensi ty ,

(2)

where Bo is the equilibrium flux density at

the applied f ie ld H, a is the sample radius,

and z is the spatial coordinate in the direc-

t ion of H measured from the sample axis.

In spite of the simplicity of this

model, the experimental rocking curves have

this shape, and their widths increase with I

in accord with Eq. (2) as shown in Fig. 2.

Pinning by the GB plays a secondary

role in the SANS measurements but is central

to the cr i t ica l current studies. We present

here a simple model of the lossless, surface-

current distr ibution over the GB. In order

for FL to interact with the GB over a s ign i f -

icant length L they must l ie within the

interaction distance ( i . e . , coherence length)

z, « L of the boundary. We approximate this

requirement by assuming that the local f ie ld

lies exactly parallel to the GB over the

length L s 2a, In the presence of a uniform

current I u , the surface-current density on

the boundary J^ must satisfy

1
2TT

JbU') dz' +
-L/2 z-z'

Juf_
2-na2

+ TH = 0 (3)

along with the l i m i t Jb - Jc, the c r i t i c a l

value of J j j , everywhere. The solut ion of

Eq. (3) ,

J b = [ l -(2z/L)2 ] -V2[4rHz/L+4Iuz2 /TTa2L+J0 ] , (4)

diverges at |z | = L/2. Setting the unknown

parameter J o equal to 2Jci^VL l i m i t s J b £ Jc

in the range |z | £ (L/2-X). The surface

current J^ is assumed to peak smoothly a

penetration depth X short of each end of the

length L. The to ta l current carr ied on the

boundary is then

JCL - IuL2 /4a2 - i r | r |HL (5)

Finally we choose L so as to maximize

giving, in three l imi ts :

H) -

1/3

for I

for , r= 0,

= aJcZ/2irrH, for TH >> J|;,

(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

where the maximum average surface current

density J'c = 7rJc/X/2a is smaller than the

cr i t i ca l value J c by the factor VA/2a = .01

for our sample.

The behavior predicted by the above

models is seen in the experimental results

along with certain discrepancies that we

believe manifest distortions of the GB from

ideal nianari ty. The straignt- l ine f i t s to

the A<j> data (Fig. 2) have the slope given by

Eq. 2. However, H4 fa i ls to approach zero at

I = 0; indeed, i t appears that the FL should

be straightest for I = -4 A. The larger

c r i t i ca l current for I > 0 also suggests that

positive I tends to match the associated FL

curvature to the GB better than I = 0.

Details of the four-terminal electr ical

measurements are shown in Fig. 3. In the

lower plot the abscissa is the observed
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Fig. 2 The fu l l width at half maximum of the
SANS rocking curve (open circles) and the
f lux-f low voltage (solid circles) plotted vs.
applied current at T = 4.8 K and B = 0.2 T.

voltage, divided by the f lux-f low resistance

and offset by the bulk c r i t i ca l current; that

i s , i t gives the uniform portion I u of the

total applied current I . The ordinate is the

angular misalignment between H and the

average GB direction. Curves of V vs I u

are shown for various total currents I . The

difference I - I u = It> peaks as a function of

r with a fine structure that depends on I .

The locations (I,T) of two dominant contr i-

buting peaks are identi f ied by open circles

that l i e on intersecting straight l ines.

Near the intersection at I = 17.5 A the I|j(r)

peaks are tal lest and sharpest, and the

angle-integrated values, shown in the upper

plot are largest. This behavior suggests

that the GB is composed of two f la t segments

(and some additional smaller segments)

misoriented by about 1° (the separation of

the intersecting lines at I = 0). Similar

fine structure observed in another sample

changed in detail upon high-temperature

degassing. We infer that the apparent

segmenting arises from GB pinning by

interst i t ia l -gas precipitates.

30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40

Fig. 3 The angle-integrated GB c r i t i ca l cur-
rent (upper) and the dips in the uniform bulk
current (associated with peaks in the GB
current plotted vs. the angle r (lower) at
11 applied currents.

The pinning force per unit area of GB

Ft, = ItjB/2a is summarized in Fig. 4. In

spite of fine-structure variations in the

Fb(r) peaks, our data obey simple scaling

rules to a reasonable approximation. F i r s t ,

the angle-integrated peaks /F^jr jdr are

nearly the peak values FD(rp) times 2°.

Second, FD(rp) has the same dependence on

reduced 8 at al l temperatures studied, as

shown in Fig. 4b and d. Comparing positive

and negative current directions, the B depen-

dences are s l ight ly di f ferent, and the tem-

perature dependences show a pronounced

dispari ty. Fmax~ (corresponding to I < 0)

increases monotonically with BC2» while the

larger Fmax
+ ( I > 0) peaks for BC2 = .37 T,

somewhere between 2 and 3 K. Although the

difference Fb+(rp)-FD~(rp) arises in part

from the geometrical effect discussed above,

we do not ascribe i t al l to GB distor t ion

because / lb ( r )d r , plotted vs. I in Fig. 3,

fa i ls to fa l l on a single smooth curve. Even

i f the GB were exactly planar, f lux-f low

rect i f icat ion would be observed. We believe

that this rect i f icat ion effect must arise

from the in t r ins ic anisotropy of supercon-

ducting niobium, although we have no detailed

model of i ts source. The curious temperature

dependence of Fmax
+ and differences in the B

dependence of Fb
+(rp) and FD-(rp) suggest

that excess pinning of FLL passing from the

[001] to the [111] grain may be connected

with the FLL structural transition expected
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Fig. 4 a. The maximum average pinning force per unit area of GB inhibiting FL motion from the
[001] grain into the [111] grain plotted vs. the upper critical flux density BC2 at four tem-
peratures, b. The reduced peak value of Ft,(r) plotted vs. reduced flux density B/BC2 for the
conditions of a. c. Same as a but for FL motion in the opposite direction, d. Same as b but
for the FL motion of c.

in the [001] grain near 2 K.3'

In order to compare the scale of

with a theoretical calculation of the

interaction between an infinite, straight FLL

and an infinite GB we must multiply the

results in Fig. 4 a and c by 100 as explained

above. This leads to pinning forces per unit

area in the range 10 4 - 10^ N/m^, about equal

to the BCS-ground-state condensation energy

density u0H<-2. The theory of FL pinning by

the quasiparticle-scattering mechanism '

gives an interaction 6ft = lJoHc^atr?o M ^

with a small scattering center, where Co

is the BCS coherence length, ^the reduced

order parameter, and a^r the transport cross

section of the scatterer. Treating the GB as

a planar array of scatterers leads to a maxi-

mum pinning force BJC = 0.7p/5(l-b)yoHc2,

where p is the product of a^r and the number

of scatterers per unit area of GB. Our

observations of both the pinning strength and

the nucleation field for local superconduc-

tivity on the grain boundary ' above BC2

consistently require p + 1 .

The theoretical models presented here,

combined with the quasiparticle-scattering

theory of FL pinning, provide semiquanti-

tative agreement with our observations of

GB pinning. A fully quantitative analysis of

the experiment is precluded by the lack of

detailed knowledge of the microscopic GB

structure and by the failure of extant theory

to encompass the observed smooth B dependence

of Jc through BC2- Future studies of FL

pinning by extended defects must deal

realistically with the ability of FL to con-

form to the decect shapes and with the

localized superconductivity above BC2 on many

defect surfaces.
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